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'Come, friend,' says Socrates, 'have we not reached the plane-
tree towards which you were to lead us? A fair resting-place, in
sooth, full of summer sounds and scents. Here is the lofty and
spreading plane, and the agnus castus high and clustering, in
fullest bloom and the greatest fragrance; and the stream which
flows beneath the plane-tree is delidously cool to the feet. Judging
by the ornaments and images the spot must surely be sacred to
Acheloils and the Nymphs. How delightful is the breeze—so very
sweet; and there is a sound in the air shrill and summerlike which
makes answer to the chorus of the cicadas. But the greatest charm
is the grass, like a pillow gently sloping to the head. My dear
Phaedrus, you have been an admirable guide*
But, if the Greek could appreciate the country-side, he
perhaps loved the city more; and his favourite resort was the
market-place or Agora. It lay in the middle of Athens, close
under the northern slope of the Acropolis itself. At that end
were several important public buildings, such as the hall in
which the State-Council held its sessions. Along the sides were
colonnades with stately rows of pillars and brightly frescoed
walls. One, the Painted Stoa, gave its name to the Stoic
philosophers who originally foregathered and found their pupils
there. In the central space are set rows of temporary stalls and
booths. Here the country-folk bring their produce to sell. In
one part will be greengrocers' stalls; in another bakers'. Fish-
mongers have a pitch to themselves, with a crier to ring his bell
when the market is open. Elsewhere bankers and money-
changers erect their tables; and much commercial business is
done. Everywhere is a babel of voices; and at time of full
market the whole space is crowded. Many walk up and down
in the adjacent colonnades. Groups form; and conversation flows
freely, ranging over all manner of topics, from vulgar gossip to
political or even philosophic discussion.
An Athenian's day began at dawn or earlier; for oil-lamps
were a poor substitute for sunlight which few could afford to

